


 Diamond Engagement Rings – Let Your Journey Begin

With Us!

 Find inspiration for a proposal, explore designs for your

handcrafted ring, and more. We at Orosergio will help you

make your moment.

 Visit us and explore our popular designs and customized rings to

symbolize your love. Choose from the best diamond

engagement rings including modern styles, vintage-inspired

details, and timeless settings.

https://orosergio.com/en-us/products/tranquil-waves-ring


 DesignYour Own Engagement Ring!

 custom handcrafted designs will bring your vision to life perfectly suiting
your relationship, budget, and style. Our expert artisans will pour their
passion into every detail of your beautiful custom engagement ring. Diamond
engagement rings are today popular in almost every culture. They are
considered a significant symbol portraying everlasting love and mutual
commitment. The diamond engagement ring styles have also evolved. You
can now find an endless array of different diamond shapes, cuts, and even
colors to choose from.

Here are some other reasons why diamonds are the perfect 
gemstones to include in engagement rings:

 They have an unmatched ‘allure factor’

 They are universally loved and treasured

 They have a rich history

 Nothing can beat a diamond’s sparkle

 They are the hardest of all natural substances



 Popular Diamond Cuts for
Engagement Rings –

 Round Cut: Round Cut: It’s no
surprise that this is the reigning stone.
Brides from everywhere flock to
round-cut diamonds. Round, brilliant
cut diamonds work well as solitaires.
They also complement two and three
stone settings and even geometric
settings for a more retro look. They
are great for brides who love the
classics.

 Princess Cut: This is another widely
popular engagement ring style. Which
bride does not want to feel like a
princess on her big day? The princess
cut’s versatile face-up shape completes
with square or rectangle sides makes it
a prime choice for nearly any ring
style. You will get a more modern and
geometrical look while still boasting a
ton of brilliance.



 Cushion Cut: The exquisite cut

is often compared to a pillow,

and thanks to its square cut

combination with rounded

corners it increases the stone’s

brilliance. They have a less

intense sparkle when compared

to brilliant-cut diamonds and

look great in modern settings.

 Marquise Cut: The marquise

cut is known for its regal feel. Its

distinctive silhouette is marked

by pointed ends and curved

sides. It boasts a brilliant sparkle.



 Radiant Cut: This diamond cut is true
to its name for capturing light in an
enormous way. The shape mimics an
emerald cut stone, but the deep, unique
cut facets allow for extra sparkle. Brides
do appreciate this stone’s timeless nature
and bespoke spirit.

 Emerald Cut: The emerald cut
diamond is often favored for its Art
Deco aesthetic. It has more of
understated sparkle. The long silhouette
and angular lines capture the diamond’s
clarity, while dramatically catching the
light. When set vertically, their shape
helps fingers look longer and more
slender, perfect for those engagement
ring selfies.



 There’s no surprise that couples today are choosing diamonds as the

best way to celebrate love. With a wide array of options available in the

market, you can choose or custom-make your own ring style.

However, do not forget to keep your spouse’s personality in mind. It’s

the best way to build your own diamond engagement ring.
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